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Stability map of fusion plasma in NSTX. Blue is stable and red is unstable. As
the plasma decreases collisionality and increases rotation in time it transitions
into an unstable region. Credit: Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
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Plasmas in fusion-energy producing devices are gases heated to millions
of degrees that can carry millions of amperes of current. These superhot
plasmas must be kept away from material surfaces of the vacuum vessel
that contains them by using strong magnetic fields. When the gas
becomes unstable it can touch the chambers' walls, quickly cooling the
plasma and disrupting fusion reactions. Such disruption could potentially
harm the walls of future fusion-producing devices. Drs. Jack Berkery
and Steve Sabbagh from Columbia University, who work at the U.S.
Department of Energy's Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL),
have developed a potential way to avoid these instabilities.

Fusion scientists previously thought that making the plasma rotate would
stabilize the plasma, but Sabbagh and Berkery discovered that there is a
more complicated connection between rotation and stability. Some
plasmas can become unstable when they rotate too fast, while others can
maintain stability at lower rotation rates. When plasma rotation is kept in
a favorable range, the charged plasma particles bouncing back and forth
in the magnetic field can actually steal some of the energy from the
rotational motion, which helps stabilize the plasma. A similar stability
condition applies to the frequency with which particles collide and
bounce off one another, a property termed their collisionality. Berkery
and Sabbagh found that reduced collisionality, as will be found in future
fusion plasmas, does not necessarily lead to reduced stability,
overturning long-held beliefs on the effect of collisions on stability.

Using these ideas, the scientists developed a "stability map" that allows a
plasma to be monitored in real-time—with 1/1000 of a second
resolution—to determine whether it is stable and how close it is to being
unstable. If you know how fast the plasma is rotating and the
collisionality, you can use the stability map to see if the plasma is stable,
as shown (Figure 1) for an experiment at the National Spherical Torus
Experiment at PPPL. The red colored areas are unstable, and the blue
areas are stable. As the plasma evolves in time, indicated by the arrows
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on the map, its collisionality decreases and its rotation increases. These
changes lead the plasma to become unstable, and confinement of the
plasma is lost, disrupting the fusion reaction. Controlling the rotation
based on the stability map may allow steering the plasma back to a stable
region, thereby avoiding disruption of the fusion reaction.

  More information: meetings.aps.org/Meeting/DPP16/Session/YI2.5
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